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I. IKTR~DUCTI~N 
A closed symmetric operator A in a Hilbert space !f~ is called simple if there 
is no nontrivial reducing subspace on which A is self-adjoint. The author [2] 
showed that if a formally self-adjoint ordinary differential operator L on an 
interval I is regular or quasiregular at one end of I, then the minimal closed 
symmetric operator T,, defined by L in $ = P(1) is simple. It follows that if 
L has order n = 1 or if L has order n ..= 2 and real coefficients, then T, is 
simple or self-adjoint. This is because in these cases either T, is self-adjoint 
or else L is regular or quasiregular at one end of 1. 
It is the purpose of this article to show that if 11 > 2, in particular, if 
n = 4, then T,, can be nonself-adjoint and not simple. This will be done by 
adducing an example of an I; on (-cc, co) for which T, is the same as the 
closed symmetric operator defined by an infinite matrix. From this infinite 
matrix one can determine the structure of T,, . In particular, T0 turns out to 
have an eigenvalue and is, therefore, not simple. Since T,, has deficiency 
index (2, 2), T, is also not self-adjoint. For notation and definitions we refer 
the reader to [2]. 
We shall make use of the following lemma. 
LEMMA. Suppose A, is a simple closed symmetric operator in a Hilbert 
space sj, , i = 1, 2. Then, A = A, 0 A, is a simple closed symmetric operator 
in sj = 3% 0 Sj2 . 
PYOOJ That A is a closed symmetric operator is an elementary fact. II 
E(Z) = !ij 0 (A - 1E) B(A), I1 # 0, and similarly for C&(r) and @s(1), then 
C?(I) = $(l) @ (F,(Z). If I( J- E(f) for all 1 with I1 # 0 and if u = u, + ~a , 
I(< E bi , then z+ J-ei(l) for all I with I1 # 0. Since Ai is simple, ui = 0, 
by Krein’s criterion of simplicity. (See Gilbert [2, Introduction].) Thus, 
u =- 0, and again by Krein’s criterion of simplicity, A is simple. 
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2. THE DIFFERENTIAL OPERATOR L-MATRIX REPRESENTATION 01: T,, 
Let a = 2-li2(t + d/dt), a* : 2-i”(t - d;‘cit). Let 
L = d&z*)4 + d,(u*)s a $- d&z’)2 U’L + d~U”US + d2u4, (1) 
where d,, , di , d, are real numbers. L is a fourth order ordinary differential 
operator with polynomial coefficients. We write L = ~~=, qk(t) d4-“/dt4-.I’. 
(The idea for this operator comes from Cistjakov [I].) We shah consider L 
on the interval (-co, a). If II, ~1 E C,=, jy= (au)3 dt = SfI- ~[a%]- dt, and 
cm (u*u)cdt = l:= u[uw]- d t, where [ ]- stands for complex conjugate. 
Hence, cm (Lu)tidt -= .ra u[Lw]- dt. It follows that L is formally self- 
adjoint. We let T,, be the minimal closed symmetric operator in 
!FJ = G2(--co, co) determined by L. 
Let &(t) = (2k/z! &/2)-1/2 Hk(t) exp(-r2/2), k = 0, I, 2,..., where the 
Hk(r) are the Hermite polynomials. {#r} is a complete orthonotmal set in 
!P(--co, co). Since H,‘(t) .= 2kNk-i(t) and Hk+r(i) = 2tH,(t) - 2/zHk_t(t), 
k = 1, 2,..., it follows that If,, I(t) 2tf?k(i) - If,‘(t), k = 0, 1, 2 ,... . 
Thus, u#~ = k*/2$k-l for k :- 0, I ,..., and u*#~ = (k + l)l/* tJkcl for 
k = 0, l,... . Hence, 
L$, = +-.&k-4 + &s-&-2 -i- Ck$k + bk$k+$ + ak#k+4 , 
k = 0, 1, 2 ,..., where 
(2) 
uk -z d,[(k + I)@ + 2)(k + 3)(k + 4)]““, (3) 
6, = d,k[(k + I)(k I- 2)]‘:‘, (4) 
ck = d,,k(k - 1). (5) 
Let M = b,)~,,_, be the matrix representation of L with respect to {tik}, i.e., 
M= 
0 0 0 0 a, 0 0 0 0 0 0 ..: 
0 0 0 b, 0 u1 0 0 0 0 0 . . . 
0 0 c2 0 6, 0 a, 0 0 0 0 . . . 
0 b, 0 cs 0 b, 0 us 0 0 0 . . . 
00 0 b, 0 c4 0 b, 0 04 0 0 . . . 
0 a, 0 b, 0 cg 0 6, 0 0, 0 . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
(6) 
so that Ly& = x”,, m,&, , k = 0, 1 ,... . We note that m, = 0 for 
IP-41>4. 
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Let Go0 consist of all u = x:-s g,#, for which the constants g, = 0 for all 
but a finite number of subscripts k. If u E &, , let 
so that S&u = Lu. (If k is negative, we assume that mpk =: 0 and g, = 0.) 
Then S,, is a symmetric operator with domain Ecw,. Let S, be the closure 
Of&o, and let S,, have domain E,, . As is indicated by Stone [6, Chapter III, 
Section 11, a symmetric operator such as T,, cannot necessarily be 
represented as an infinite matrix relative to a basis. In our case, however, 
we can show that in fact T0 = S, . The proof is sketched in Cistjakov 
[I, Section 61 with many significant omissions. For completeness we give 
the proof here. 
We first show that S, C To . This follows immediately if we can show that 
S,,,, C T,, . Let I( E &, (so that S,,,,u = Lu). Let w(t) be a real function, 
w(t) E Co=, 0 -G w(f) < 1, w(t) = 1 for 1 t I < 1. Let un(t) = w(t/n)u(t). 
Then, u,, E %, , and u, 4 II in $ =-- 92(-x, co). Since 
h,(t) = kk ‘yg’ (” J “) n-(4-k-j) qt(t)w (4-k-j) (t+t)dj’(f) + w(t+) Lu(t), 
it can be checked that Lu, -, Lu in 9. Thus, u, E ID,, , I(, ---t u, 
T,,un = Lu, ---f Lu. Since To is closed, u E a,, and T,,u = Lu = S&p. 
Hence, S, C To . 
For u E CUT, let Too0 be defined by the equation T,,,,,,u = Lu. TM,, is a 
symmetric operator in 8. By an argument of Kato [3, Chapter III, 
Example 5.321, one can show that T&,, = T. (Kato’s argument is given 
for a second order operator but can be modified for higher order operators.) 
But T,*o = T. Hence, T,*o = T&O* = To, i.e., To is the closure of Too0 as 
well as of T, . 
Suppose now that Cob: C (5,. Then if u E C,=, u E &, ; and S,,u = T#, 
because we have already shown that S, C T,, . Since Ts = Tmu for u E Corn, 
it follows that Too0 C S, . Hence, T,, C S, , and, therefore, by the reverse 
inclusion which we have already proved, T,, = S, . Thus, our proof is 
finished if we can show that C’w C 6,. 
Let UE Gem. Then, u = &,,g,& in 5. Let u, = J&, g,$, . Then, 
U,EC&. Also, u, -+ u in &. We wish to show that there is an element v E & 
such that S,u, = SG,, ---f a. Then it follows that u E Q$, and, therefore, 
Cnm C 6, . We first observe that g, = O(P) for any positive integer r. For, 
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if we let QU = --u” + (t2 - J)u, then it is known that Q#n: : 2k#k. Iiencc, 
if u vanishes outside (-a, a), 
gk x: fy) lClk(t) dt = (2k)--‘i’;u(t)Q&(t) dt :-- (2k)-” I” [Q%(t)]+,(t) dt. 
- ..‘( 
Thus, : gk , <. (2k)-’ (lye, I Q’u(t),” dt)lt2. Now let 
v = f ( F4 m,,gk) 4k . 
p--o k- p-4 
One can check that 
D-4 
C mpk - a,-,g,-, + b,-,g,-, L cpgp + b,g, k2 + aygp i 4 = O(P-~+~). 
k .p-4 
Thus, the coefficients of v arc square summable, so that v E 8. Further, 
we can check that 
This completes the proof that ‘j”,, S, . 
3. 'THE CASE d, = 0 
Suppose now that d2 = 0. From (3) it is seen that a, = 0 for k >- 0. 
From (6) and (7) we see that &,I+$, :L= 0, so that I,& is an eigenfunction of S,, 
with eigenvalue 0. We shall show that if 1 da 1 < 2 1 d1 I, then .S, has deficiency 
index (2,2). Thus, T,, = S, is an example of an ordinary differential operator 
which is symmetric but not self-adjoint and not simple. 
Let !&, be the space spanned by 4,, . Let Sk” be the operator of multi- 
plication by 0 in eo. Let !& be the space spanned by {$2k-l}~C,l  and let rj, 
be the space spanned by {$2k}~~‘y1 . If u = ~~~1g2k-1~2k-I , where g,,-, = 0 
for all but a finite number of values of k, let 
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and let SA’) be the closure of S$,) in 4j, . If u ; IG’slg2k42k , where gzk = 0 
for all but a finite number of values of k, let S$ = CzX1 (xzZ1 m,,,zkgzt) $zp, 
and let Sa) be the closure of Si’ in b2. Then, sj == !& @ !& 0 rj, , and 
s, .= s;w (g p 0 s ‘2) Hence, S, = Si”’ @ SArr 3 SA2’. 
Suppose dr BOO. Thg’it can be checked that the matrix {~~~~-r~~~-r}~.~~r 
used to define S,) is a Jacobi matrix and that r~~+r,~~~r = czI;+i = 
(4d")k2[1 + Sol, m2k+1.2kr3 -- h,,-, -7 (4dJ k2[1 f q,,(k)], where vo(k) -= 
(2k) -r and v,(k) = [l + (%)-I][( I + k-‘)( I + 2/~-l)]l!~ - I. Further for 
j = : 0, 1, vj(k) = o(l) and yj(K J- I) - Fj(k) -= O(k--?). It follows from 
Cistjakov [l, Theorem 93 that St’ is self-adjoint if \ (Iu [ > 2 1 d, 1 and that 
So” has deficiency index (1, 1) if : do ! < 2 ’ dI 1. When SA” has deficiency 
index (1, l), it is simple. This is because by Stone [6, Theorem IO.411 every 
complex number is a point of regular type for So”. Further, by the same 
reference, every self-adjoint extension of SA” has a pure point spectrum with 
no finite limit points, and two different self-adjoint extensions have no points 
of their spectra in common. Considerations similar to the above apply also 
to Sf’. 
Since So = Si”’ @ Sr) @ SA2’, we see that if dI + 0 and ’ do 1 > 2 , d, (, 
then So is self-adjoint and has 0 as an eigenvalue. 
If d, # 0 and do ( < 2 I dI i, then S, is a symmetric operator with 
deficiency index (2, 2). It has 0 as an eigenvalue. It is the orthogonal direct 
sum of the operator So (Or of multiplication by 0 in !&, and of the operator 
SC’ @ 5’h2’, which is simple by our lemma. a0 is the maximal reducing 
subspace in which S, is self-adjoint. Every self-adjoint extension of S, has 0 
as an eigenvalue and has a pure point spectrum with no finite limit points. 
Every complex number except zero is a point of regular type for So. By 
Gilbert [2, Eqs. (17)-(20)], it f 11 o ows that L has deficiency index (3,3) at 
+ cc and at -co. (L cannot have deficiency index (4,4) at either end, for 
then it would be quasiregular, and S, = To would be simple.) 
If d, = 0, d0 f 0, then M is a diagonal matrix. In this case S,, is self- 
adjoint. 0 is an eigenvalue of multiplicity two with normalized eigenfunctions 
(cl0 and #r . The remainder of the spectrum consists of simple eigenvalues 
A, = d,,k(k - l), k = 2, 3 ,..., with corresponding normalized eigenfunctions 
(CIk. 
M’e summarize our results in the following. 
THEOREM 1. Let L = dI(a*)” a + do(u*)2 a2 i- dIu*u3, where do, dI are 
real, and a -= 2-1/2(t + d/dt), Q* = 2-‘/2(t - d,!dt). Let To be the minimal 
closed symmetric operator defined by L in 6 =:= S2( - co, 00). 
Case 1. Suppose dI f 0 and I do 1 > 2 , dI I. Then, To is self-udjoint. 
0 is an eigenvulue with corresponding kgenfunction (cIU . 
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Case 2. Suppose d1 # 0 and 1 d,, 1 < 2 ; d1 j. Then, T,, has deficiency 
index (2,2). 0 is an eigenvalue with corresponding etgenfunction &, , so that 1; 
is not simple. The space generated by #,, is the maximal reducing subspace in 
which T,, is self-adjoint. Every complex number except 0 is a point of regular 
type for T,, , and every self-adjoint extension of T,, has a pure point spectrum 
with no finite limit points. I, has deficiency index (3, 3) at -+ co and at - rx). 
Case 3. Suppose d1 :- 0, d, f 0. Then, To is self-adjoint with 0 an 
eigenvalue of multiplicity two and corresponding orthonormal eigenfunctions 
#,, , $I . The remainder of the spectrum consists of simple eigencalues 
A, = d&h - I), h - 2, 3 ,..., with corresponding eigenfunctions (cIk .
4. THE CASE d2 =: I 
Suppose now that d2 = 1. Let sj, be the space spanned by {I,&-~}~-~ , and 
let $a be the space spanned by {~p~}~~O. Let Sir) and Si*j be defined as 
previously (except that now $3* has one more component). Then, 
5~ = !& @ s2 , and .S, -: Sir) @ Si*‘. 
The matrices {m2p-1,2k-l}~,k..l and {m2,,,,}~,k=0 used to define Sk” and 
SA*‘, respectively, are regular C,-matrices in the sense of Cistjakov [l]. 
We may check that m ._ 2b 1,2k-1 ;-' C2kLl = 4~“(4, + ‘PO,,(~))> m2k+l.2ktB = 
b 2k+l := 4h”M + dk)), m2k+l.2k, 5 = a2krl -: 4K2( 1 + p,(Q, where vj(h) y-y 
o(l) and &k + 1) - yj(k) = O(F) for j = 0, 1, 2. Let 
where 
Qol = {(d, , 4) : 4’ - 4(d,, - 2) < 0}, (9) 
f2,,* = {(d,, 4) : d,* - 4(d,, - 2) > 0, do + 26, + 2 > 0, d1 < -4}, (10) 
Qo3 = {(d,, , dl) : dl* - 4(d,, - 2) > 0, d0 - 2dl + 2 > 0, d1 > 4}, (11) 
Q: = {(d” , dJ : d12 - 4(d, - 2) > 0, d, + 2dl f 2 < 0, d,, - 2dl + 2 < 0). 
(12) 
Let 
Q, n,1 u q*, (13) 
where 
J2,’ == {(d,, , 4) : d0 + 2d + 2 < 0, d, - 2d, + 2 > 0}, (14) 
Cl,* = {(d” , 4) : d, -I- 2dl + 2 > 0, d, - w + 2 < 0). (15) 
Let 
52, = {(d, , 4) : d,* - 4(d, - 2) > 0, d, + 2dl + 2 > 0, 
d, - 26, + 2 > 0, I dl ) < 4). (16) 
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By cistjakov [I, Theorem 131, if (d, ,4) E Q, , s = 0, 1,2, then the deficiency 
index of Sl’ is (s, s). Similar considerations apply to Si2’. 
If (de,, dt) E Q,, , then S, is self-adjoint. If (ds , ar) E 9, , the deficiency 
index of S, is (4,4). By Gilbert [2, Eqs. (17)-(20)], L has deficiency index 
(4,4) at -co and at +co. Thus, L is quasiregular at both - 03 and $30 
and T, = S, is simple. If (d, , d,) E Q, , S, has deficiency index (2, 2). Since 
L = 4-‘((2 - 2dI -+ d,) d4!‘dt4 + [(12 - 2d,,) t2 J- (4ds - 6d,)] d2/dt2 
+ (24 - 4d,)t d/dt t- [(2 + 2d, -i- dO)t4 - (6d, + 4do)t2 A- (6 + d,,)]}, 
we can check that if Lu(t) =- h(t), then Lw(t) = Iv(t), where o(t) = u(-t). 
Hence, each solution of Lu = lu, which is square integrable at + 00, yields 
a solution which is square integrable at -03, and vice versa. It follows that 
L has the same deficiency index at +oo as at -xc. By Gilbert [2, 
Eqs. (17)-(20)] we see then that L has deficiency index (3, 3) at + co and at 
--03. 
We summarize our results in the following. 
THEOREM 2. Let L = (u+)~ + dI(u*)% + dO(u*)2a2 + d,a*u3 + d, where 
a = 2-r12(2 + d/dt), a* = 2-*9t - d/dt) and d,, , dI are real numbers. Let T,, 
be the minimal closed symmetric operator dejned by L in 5 = Q2(- 00, m). 
Let the regions in the plane Q, , Q, , 52, be de$ned by Eqs. (8)-(16). 
Case 1. Suppose (do , d,) E Q,, . Then, T,, is self-&joint. L has dejiciency 
index (2,2) at +co and at -a~. 
Case 2. Suppose (d,, , dI) E 52,. Then, TO has deficiency index (2, 2). 
L has deficiency index (3, 3) at + co and at - 00. 
Case 3. Suppose (d,, , dJ E 52, . Then, TO has deJicency index (4,4). 
L has defin’ency index (4,4} at +-oo and at -co and is quasiregular at both 
ends. T,, is simple. 
Remark. The simplicity of T,, in Case 2 is an open question. Since the 
matrices used to define St) and Si2’ are I,-matrices, the works of Krein [4] 
and of Bagel [5] are available. Many of the results of these authors, however, 
are for the case that the operator defined by the I,-matrix has deficiency 
index (2, 2), which is not true for our operators S$‘) and Sh2’. 
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